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The Whale Road (The Oathsworn Series, Book
1)
The Oathsworn have itchy feet. Battle-hungry and tired of keeping the homestead fires
burning, they are restless for action. And, being the Oathsworn, action is what they get.
When their homestead is attacked by Klerkon and his men, the Oathsworn promise bloody
revenge. But they didn't count on having to undertake the most dangeous journey of their
lives in order to save two of their number. Packed with epic adventure and bloody action,
the third book in the Oathsworn series is Robert Low at his enthralling best.
'Page-turning and gritty' DAILY MAIL. Amid the carnage of the 100 Years War – the
bloodiest confilct in medieval history – a young English archer confronts his destiny...
England, 1346: For Thomas Blackstone the choice is easy – dance on the end of a rope for
a murder he did not commit, or take up his war bow and join the king's invasion. As he
fights his way across northern France, Blackstone learns the brutal lessons of war – from
the terror and confusion of his first taste of combat, to the savage realities of siege warfare.
Vastly outnumbered, Edward III's army will finally confront the armoured might of the
French nobility on the field of Crécy. It is a battle that will change the history of warfare, a
battle that will change the course of Blackstone's life, a battle that will forge a legend.
The Philippines series of the PALI Language Texts, under the general editorship of
Howard P. McKaughan, consists of lesson textbooks, grammars, and dictionaries for seven
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major Filipino languages.
A book-length poem evokes the horror, anguish, and brutality of 20th century history.
A Social Geography of Cuneiform Scholarship in First-Millennium Assyria and Babylonia
Peoples of the Savanna
A Lexicon of Medieval Nordic Law
A Dish of Spurs
History of the Gold Coast and Asante
From the No. 1 bestselling author of WAR LORD comes an epic retelling of the Arthurian
legend, from the bestselling Last Kingdom series Uniting the restive British kingdoms behind
him, Arthur believes he can now hold back the Saxons threatening the country. Meanwhile,
Merlin sets out on a quest to uncover the sacred Treasures of Britain, hoping they will prove
decisive in the coming battle. But in a country where the cult of the Christians is spreading,
Merlin's quest is divisive. And the ambitions of the rival warlord Lancelot threaten the delicate
peace. Could even those closest to Arthur be moved to betray him? From the epic bestselling
author, Enemy of God brilliantly retells the Arthurian legend, combining myth, history and
thrilling battlefield action. ______ 'Wonderful and haunting' People Magazine 'Of all the books I
have written these are my favourites' Bernard Cornwell
The fate of Rome hangs on a mad mission to the edge of the world... Drust and Kag, two ringhardened fighters who won their freedom with blood, are met with an unusual request. The
mysterious, powerful Servilius Structus sends them deep into Scotland, land of the Caledonii,
to find and secure a woman and her young son. Accompanied by Ugo, Quintus, Manius and
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Sibanus, this crew of ex–gladiator rogues, tricksters and bar-room philosophers will risk
everything on an insane quest and a daring escape. In the dog days of Rome, with decadence
and corruption in the air, the consequences of their failure are far greater than they could ever
dream: not only their lives but the Empire itself is at stake. A searing, gritty and blood-soaked
historical adventure, perfect for fans of Giles Kristian, David Gilman and Conn Iggulden. Praise
for Beasts Beyond the Wall 'An epic tale of hardship, triumph, betrayal and brotherhood' S. J.
A. Turney, author of the Knights Templar series
Marion Deeds's Comeuppance Served Cold is a hard-boiled historical fantasy of criminality
and magic, couched in the glamour of Miss Fisher's Murder Mysteries. A Most Anticipated Pick
for Bustle | Autostraddle | The Nerd Daily "[A] beautifully constructed magical heist in turn-ofthe-century Seattle."—Mary Robinette Kowal Seattle, 1929—a bitterly divided city overflowing
with wealth, violence, and magic. A respected magus and city leader intent on criminalizing
Seattle’s most vulnerable magickers hires a young woman as a lady’s companion to curb his
rebellious daughter’s outrageous behavior. The widowed owner of a speakeasy encounters an
opportunity to make her husband’s murderer pay while she tries to keep her shapeshifter
brother safe. A notorious thief slips into the city to complete a delicate and dangerous job that
will leave chaos in its wake. One thing is for certain—comeuppance, eventually, waits for
everyone. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
From Bernard Cornwell, the international bestselling author and master of historical fiction. In
the Dark Ages, a legendary warrior arises to unite a divided land . . . Uther, the High King of
Britain, is dead. His only heir is the infant Mordred. Yet each of the country's lesser kings seek
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to claim the crown for themselves. While they squabble and spoil for war, a host of Saxon
armies gather, preparing for invasion. But no one has counted on the fearsome warlord Arthur.
Handed power by Merlin and pursuing a doomed romance with the beautiful Guinevere, Arthur
knows he will struggle to unite the country - let alone hold back the Saxon enemy at the gates.
Yet destiny awaits him . . . The first of Bernard Cornwell's Warlord Chronicles, The Winter King
is a brilliant retelling of the Arthurian legend, combining myth, history and thrilling battlefield
action. 'Of all the books I have written these are my favourites' Bernard Cornwell 'Spellbinding
realism' The Times
Master Of War
A Novel
Simplified Signs: A Manual Sign-Communication System for Special Populations, Volume 1.
Hiligaynon Dictionary
A Novel of Arthur

"Capitals of the Northlands: Tales of Ten Cities" by Ian C. Hannah. Published by
Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses
every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to
forgotten−or yet undiscovered gems−of world literature, we issue the books
that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited
and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to
produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a highPage 4/21
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quality digital format.
In 1001, the young child, Thorgils Leiffson, son of Leif the Lucky and
Thorgunna, arrives on the shores of Greenland to be brought up by a young
woman-Gudrid. Thorgils is a rootless character of quicksilver intelligence and
adaptability. He has inherited his mother's ability of second sight, and his
mentors teach him the ancient ways and warn him of the invasion of the
"White Christ" into the land of the "Old Gods." Guided by a restless quest for
adventure and the wanderlust of his favored god, Odinn, Thorgils' fortunes will
take him into worlds of unimaginable danger and discovery.
The fifth installment of Bernard Cornwell’s New York Times bestselling Saxon
Tales chronicling the epic saga of the making of England, “like Game of
Thrones, but real” (The Observer, London)—the basis for The Last Kingdom,
the hit television series. At the end of the ninth century, with King Alfred of
Wessex in ill health and his heir still an untested youth, it falls to Alfred’s
reluctant warlord Uhtred to outwit and outbattle the invading enemy Danes,
led by the sword of savage warrior Harald Bloodhair. But the sweetness of
Uhtred’s victory is soured by tragedy, forcing him to break with the Saxon king.
Joining the Vikings, allied with his old friend Ragnar—and his old foe
Haesten—Uhtred devises a strategy to invade and conquer Wessex itself. But
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fate has very different plans. Bernard Cornwell’s The Burning Land is an
irresistible new chapter in his epic story of the birth of England and the
legendary king who made it possible.
Describes the interrelationship between the peoples and the plants and
animals of the African grasslands.
In the Shadow of the Cypress
Depression Answer Book
An unputdownable historical adventure
The Strategic Teacher
The Well Spring of the Goths
'Heart-pounding action' THE TIMES. Winter, 1361. After two decades of
conflict, Edward III has finally agreed a treaty with the captive French King,
John II. In return for his freedom, John has ceded vast tracts of territory to
the English. But for five long years mercenary bands and belligerent lords
have fought over the carcass of his kingdom. They will not give up their hardwon spoils to honour a defeated king's promises. If the English want their
prize, they'll have to fight for it... Thomas Blackstone will have to fight for it.
As he battles to enforce Edward's claim, Thomas Blackstone will see his
name blackened, his men slaughtered, his family hunted. He will be
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betrayed and, once again, he'll face the might of the French army on the
field. But this time there will be no English army at his back. He'll face the
French alone.
Depression affects 14.8 million American adults every year. How do I know if
my sadness is actually depression? What conditions often coexist with
depression? How can I help a family member or friend who is depressed?
Depression is not merely a bad day or a blue mood--it's a serious disorder
that affects people both mentally and physically, and can become
debilitating and even fatal if not recognized and properly treated. If you
suspect that you or a loved one might be suffering from depression, or if
you've recently been diagnosed, The Depression Answer Bookcan answer all
the questions you have about how to get back to yourself. Written by an
experienced psychiatrist, The Depression Answer Bookcovers such pressing
topics as: How many types of depression are there? Couldn't everyone be
diagnosed with depression at one time or another? What should I do in a
crisis? What can I do on my own to help my depression? Do I really need
therapy and medication? How do I know a medication is working? At a time
when individuals are overwhelmed with confusing and often conflicting
information and emotions,The Depression Answer Bookexplains confusing
medical lingo and provides straightforward answers to pressing questions.
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An important new addition to Sourcebooks'Answer Book series, The
Depression Answer Book is a must-have shelf reference written in our easyto-read question-and-answer format.
From New York Times bestselling author Bernard Cornwell, the sequel to The
Archer's Tale—the spellbinding tale of a young man, a fearless archer, who
sets out wanting to avenge his family's honor and winds up on a quest for
the Holy Grail. In 1347, a year of conflict and unrest, Thomas of Hookton
returns to England to pursue the Holy Grail. Among the flames of the
Hundred Years War, a sinister enemy awaits the fabled archer and
mercenary soldier: a bloodthirsty Dominican Inquisitor who also seeks
Christendom's most holy relic. But neither the horrors of the battlefield nor
sadistic torture at the Inquisitor's hands can turn Thomas from his sworn
mission. And his thirst for vengeance will never be quenched while the
villainous black rider who destroyed everything he loved still lives. "Cornwell
writes the best battle scenes of any writer I've read past or
present."—George R.R. Martin
An extraordinary and dramatic depiction of the legendary battle of Agincourt
from the number one historical novelist
Lords of the North
The Oathsworn Series Books 1 to 5
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Capitals of the Northlands: Tales of Ten Cities
The Whale Road (The Oathsworn Series, Book 1)
Selecting the Right Research-Based Strategy for Every Lesson

The long awaited return to Robert Low’s Oathsworn series
The epic and action packed third novel in Low’s Oathsworn series,
charting the adventures of Orm and his band of Viking brothers
The second book in the epic and bestselling series that has gripped
millions. A hero will be forged from this broken land. As seen on
Netflix and BBC around the world.
"Rather than just existing, instead of merely accepting life, we have
the power to choose to pursue what matters most to us. But to do so
we need to find and follow our individual passion"--Back cover.
Vagabond
Comeuppance Served Cold
Odinn's Child
The Winter King
The Pale Horseman (The Last Kingdom Series, Book 2)
Simplified Signs presents a system of manual sign communication
intended for special populations who have had limited success mastering
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spoken or full sign languages. It is the culmination of over twenty years of
research and development by the authors. The Simplified Sign System has
been developed and tested for ease of sign comprehension, memorization,
and formation by limiting the complexity of the motor skills required to
form each sign, and by ensuring that each sign visually resembles the
meaning it conveys. Volume 1 outlines the research underpinning and
informing the project, and places the Simplified Sign System in a wider
context of sign usage, historically and by different populations. Volume 2
presents the lexicon of signs, totalling approximately 1000 signs, each
with a clear illustration and a written description of how the sign is
formed, as well as a memory aid that connects the sign visually to the
meaning that it conveys. While the Simplified Sign System originally was
developed to meet the needs of persons with intellectual disabilities,
cerebral palsy, autism, or aphasia, it may also assist the communication
needs of a wider audience – such as healthcare professionals, aid workers,
military personnel , travellers or parents, and children who have not yet
mastered spoken language. The system also has been shown to enhance
learning for individuals studying a foreign language. Lucid and
comprehensive, this work constitutes a valuable resource that will
enhance the communicative interactions of many different people, and
will be of great interest to researchers and educators alike.
The mysterious world of elite combat units blown wide open...Find out
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how elite teams prepare for Close Quarter Battle.Discover how they
launch assaults against pirate boats.Learn the secrets to directing air
attack against a key intelligence target.Read how units manage to enter
hostile territory undetected, and carry out long-ranges reconnaissance
mission deep behind enemy lines?In his new book, former SAS hero Chris
Ryan delves into the secretive world of elite warfare, revealing the nuts
and bolts of some of the toughest, sharpest and most legendary fighting
units in existence around the world today.Drawing on his experience as a
soldier in the Regiment for a decade, as well as his recent unique access
to some of the world's hardest and most sophisticated special police units
for his TV show Elite World Cops, Chris Ryan explores the secrets of the
trade. From the HALO insertion technique to mounting ambushes and
escape-and-evasion tips, Chris Ryan's Fight to Win is the ultimate guide to
elite forces training and operations.
The epic and action packed fourth novel in the Oathsworn series, charting
the adventures of Orm and his band of Viking brothers.
In tenth-century Europe, Orm Rurikson and a band of oath-sworn Viking
raiders journey from the fjords of Norway to the steppes of Russia as they
search for the long-lost treasure hoard of Attila the Hun. A first novel.
15,000 first printing.
Shake Loose the Border
The White Raven
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Are You Just Existing and Calling It a Life?
Burning the Water
Rebel
The band of Viking brothers, The Oathsworn, are here. These are the
first 5 epic novels in Robert Low’s brilliant Oathsworn series.
The war is coming to an end... Now the fighting can really start. The
thrilling conclusion to Robert Low’s epic and savage Border Reivers
Trilogy It is 1548, and the war with the English is winding down. But
in the savage heart of the Borders, peace is far from secured. Onearmed Batty Coalhouse, bounty hunter, explosives specialist, border
wanderer, is doing what he usually does: ripping the enemy apart. But
then he’s sent on an unusual errand. An old friend has been taken to
Berwick, England’s northernmost point. Batty needs to get him back.
Nothing is ever simple on the Border, and soon Batty is fighting
enemies old and new. But in this blood-soaked world, it’s not just
your enemies you need to worry about... Hold tight for a last, wild
ride. An unforgettable novel from a unique historical imagination,
Shake Loose The Border will blow you away.
Ancient Knowledge Networks is a book about how knowledge travels, in
minds and bodies as well as in writings. It explores the forms
knowledge takes and the meanings it accrues, and how these meanings
are shaped by the peoples who use it.Addressing the relationships
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between political power, family ties, religious commitments and
literate scholarship in the ancient Middle East of the first
millennium BC, Eleanor Robson focuses on two regions where cuneiform
script was the predominant writing medium: Assyria in the north of
modern-day Syria and Iraq, and Babylonia to the south of modern-day
Baghdad. She investigates how networks of knowledge enabled cuneiform
intellectual culture to endure and adapt over the course of five world
empires until its eventual demise in the mid-first century BC. In
doing so, she also studies Assyriological and historical method, both
now and over the past two centuries, asking how the field has shaped
and been shaped by the academic concerns and fashions of the day.
Above all, Ancient Knowledge Networks is an experiment in writing
about ‘Mesopotamian science’, as it has often been known, using
geographical and social approaches to bring new insights into the
intellectual history of the world’s first empires.
Are you looking for high-impact, research-based strategies to
transform your students into high-achieving and inspired learners? In
The Strategic Teacher, you'll find a repertoire of strategies designed
and proven to meet today's high standards and reach diverse learners.
Twenty reliable, flexible strategies (along with dozens of variations)
are organized into these groups of instruction: *mastery style to
emphasize the development of student memory; *understanding style to
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expand students' capacities to reason and explain; *self-expressive
style to stimulate and nourish students' imaginations and creativity;
*interpersonal style to help students find meaning in the
relationships they forge as partners and team members, united in the
act of learning; and *four-style strategies that integrate all four
styles. To guide teachers in delivering content to students, the
authors started with the best research-based teaching and learning
strategies and created a tool called the Strategic Dashboard. The
dashboard provides information about each teaching strategy in a
concise, visual profile; it is also designed to document how you
incorporate current, highly respected research into your instructional
plans. For each strategy, you'll find the following information: *a
brief introduction to the strategy; *an example of a teacher using the
strategy in the classroom; *the research base supporting the strategy
and how the strategy benefits students; *how to implement the strategy
using a list of clear steps; *guidance through the planning process,
providing steps, examples, and suggestions for designing superior
lessons; and *additional tools, strategies, and resources for adapting
and expanding the use of each strategy. The authors have combined
their years of research and practice to deliver reliable, high-impact,
flexible teaching and learning strategies grounded in current, highly
regarded research to teachers at all levels of experience. Note: This
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product listing is for the reflowable (ePub) version of the book.
The Wolf Sea
The Book of Nightmares
The Lion Wakes (The Kingdom Series)
Azincourt
About the Gothic Peoples in the Nordic Countries and on the Continent
Thomas Steinbeck has been praised by Publishers Weekly for his
stylistic brilliance and “accomplished voice.” Now, his enthralling
novel In the Shadow of the Cypress blends history and suspense with
literary mastery and brings vivid realism to California’s rich
heritage. In 1906, the Chinese in California lived in the shadows.
Their alien customs, traditions, and language hid what they valued
from their neighbors . . . and left them open to scorn and prejudice.
Their communities were ruled—and divided—by the necessity of survival
among the many would-be masters surrounding them, by struggles between
powerful tongs, and by duty to their ancestors. Then, in the wake of
natural disaster, fate brought to light artifacts of incredible value
along the Monterey coast: an ancient Chinese jade seal and a plaque
inscribed in a trio of languages lost to all but scholars of
antiquity. At first, chance placed control of those treasures in the
hands of outsiders—the wayward Irishman who’d discovered them and a
marine scholar who was determined to explore their secrets. The path
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to the truth, however, would prove to be as tangled as the roots of
the ancient cypress that had guarded these treasures for so long, for
there are some secrets the Chinese were not ready to share. Whether by
fate, by subtle design, or by some intricate combination of the two,
the artifacts disappeared again . . . before it could be proved that
they must have come there ages before Europeans ever touched the wild
and beautiful California coast. Nearly a century would pass before an
unconventional young American scientist unearths evidence of this
great discovery and its mysterious disappearance. Taking up the
challenge, he begins to assemble a new generation of explorers to
resume theperilous search into the ocean’s depth . . . and theshadows
of history. Armed with cutting-edge, moderntechnology, and drawing on
connections to powerful families at home and abroad, this time
Americans and Chinese will follow together the path of secrets that
have long proved as elusive as the ancient treasures that held them.
This striking debut novel by a masterful writer weaves together two
fascinating eras into one remarkable tale. In the Shadow of the
Cypress is an evocative, dramatic story that depicts California in all
its multicultural variety, with a suspense that draws the reader
inexorably on until the very last page.
The Goths-a rumored people first known by history around the river
Vistula in present Poland-was the people that more than other
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contributed to the fall of the Roman Empire. It was however also the
Goths who preserved the Roman culture against other Germanic tribes.
Earlier it has been generally assumed the Goths originated in
Scandinavia but during the 20th c. many scholars have grown skeptical.
The author has, using both Classical and Nordic sources and
supplementary sciences, made probable there is an intimate connection
between the Goths and the Nordic countries. Consequently it is quite
possible that at least part of the Goths have a Nordic origin. The
book rests on the basic hypothesis that the Goths are not a people but
a number of tribes and peoples united through a common
religious/cultic origin. The old dispute concerning the relationship
between Svear and Gautar also gets quite a new meaning. The book is
interdisciplinary and embraces history, religion, arts, linguistics
and archaeology. In 1999 Ingemar Nordgren received his Ph.D. at Odense
University, Denmark The book builds to a considerable extent on his
dissertation but has been updated and partly rewritten with brand new
material.
The third installment of Bernard Cornwell’s New York Times bestselling
series chronicling the epic saga of the making of England, “like Game
of Thrones, but real” (The Observer, London)—the basis for The Last
Kingdom, the hit television series. The year is 878. Uhtred, the
dispossessed son of a Northumbrian lord, has helped the Saxons of
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Wessex defeat the invading Danes. Now, finally free of his allegiance
to the victorious, ungrateful King Alfred, he is heading home to
rescue his stepsister, a prisoner of Kjartan the Cruel in the
formidable Danish stronghold of Dunholm. Uhtred’s best hope is his
sword, Serpent-Breath, for his only allies are Hild, a West Saxon nun
fleeing her calling, and Guthred, a slave who believes himself king.
Rebellion, chaos, fear, and betrayal await them in the north, forcing
Uhtred to turn once more, reluctantly, to the liege he formerly served
in battle and blood: Alfred the Great.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important,
and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This
work was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true to
the original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the original
copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been
housed in our most important libraries around the world), and other
notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the United
States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United
States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity
(individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. As
a reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may contain missing
or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe,
and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved,
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reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We appreciate
your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
The White Raven (The Oathsworn Series, Book 3)
Crowbone (The Oathsworn Series, Book 5)
The Burning Land
Scourge of Wolves
Myths of the Norsemen from the Eddas and Sagas

In the space between nations, nothing is out of bounds.
1542. For centuries the Scottish and English borders were
known as the Debatable lands: wild, lawless, and the
province of reivers, tight-knit robber families that roamed
and pillaged the remote passes without fear... Fifteen-yearold Mintie Henderson has just seen her father murdered.
With the Scottish King newly dead and an army of hired
reivers on the march, justice is in short supply. Then she
comes across Batty Coalhouse: one-armed and hard as nails.
Together they will set out on a journey of revenge. But
they are soon caught up in something bigger, a tale of Mary
Queen of Scots and King Henry VIII. Stuck in the heart of a
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tempest, they know only one way to get out alive... Fight.
Dark, brutal and utterly unforgettable, this is a
triumphant novel from a modern master, perfect for fans of
Conn Iggulden, Bernard Cornwell and Christian Cameron.
The first novel in The Kingdom Series as Robert Low moves
from the Vikings to the making of Scotland.
Returning his survivors safely but impoverished to
Byzantium after the events of The Whale Road, Oathsworn
leader Orm and his companions set off on a perilous voyage
to Jerusalem in pursuit of their enslaved oath-brothers, a
journey marked by such challenges as Arab pirates and a
Cyprus emir. 15,000 first printing.
DISCOVER SOMETHING NEW WITH THIS LIMITED-TIME DISCOUNT ON
BOOK ONE OF THE SERIES. The first in the Oathsworn series,
charting the adventures of a band of Vikings on the chase
for the secret hoard of Attila the Hun.
Enemy of God
Beasts Beyond The Wall
Ancient Knowledge Networks
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The Prow Beast (The Oathsworn Series, Book 4)
Fight to Win
Bandits, soldiers, thieves, murderers: all thrive in the lawless hills... The Borders
are at war. Henry VIII, fat and pained with a diseased leg, wants to burn them all;
to burn the very water if he has to. Batty Coalhouse is still haunted by
Maramaldo, the warlord responsible for cutting off his arm. He’s given an
intriguing offer: find some stray nuns and bring them to safety. In turn, that will
lead him to his nemesis, now rampaging with an army not far away in the Cheviot
hills. What seems a routine assignment becomes a living hell, for in the
Debatable lands, nothing is as it seems... Brimming with atmosphere and brutal
violence, this is Robert Low at his best, perfect for fans of Bernard Cornwell,
Conn Iggulden and S. J. A. Turney.
The Whale Road
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